GamCo Secure Email
Protecting your business from email threats...
GamCo Secure Emails
With advanced spam detection, 100% virus
protection. GamCo Secure Email is the
ultimate line of defence in protecting
businesses against spam, viruses. Delivered
as an integrated cloud service and supported
by local GamCo engineers, your business can

Pricing

start to benefit from the peace of mind of
having a spam and virus free inbox.

R5 pm per email adress

Features
Works with your infrastructure
GamCo can filter messages no matter what mail server you're using.
Exchange user? cPanel? Postfix? Sendmail? No matter what mail server you're
running, or even if you're using a hosted mail solution, Gamco can work for you. A
quick two-minute change to your domain's DNS MX records, and GamCo will start
filtering messages for you, and only delivering the "clean" messages to your mail
server.
Messages destined for your domain wind up being delivered to the GamCo servers,
where we analyze and filter out spam messages. That leaves only the clean messages
for your users, which we then deliver directly to your mail server.
For extra security, you can make sure that email connections to your mail server only
come from GamCo, to eliminate what we like to call "transient spam", where a
spammer will ignore a domain's MX records and attempt to directly connect to your
mail server themselves.
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Features

Fast filtering and delivery
We filter out spam and deliver clean messages to you within seconds. When a
message comes into the GamCo system, we apply thousands of filters, including
our proprietary sender reputation filters, shared block lists, machine learning
algorithms, and message content filtering. All of these filters run within seconds,
and only clean messages wind up getting delivered to you. If your mail server
goes offline, that's no problem. We'll continue to hold onto your messages for
up to a month, and then once your server comes back online, those queued
messages will be automatically delivered to you.

Robust client dashboard
Manage all of your preferences, quarantine, and delivery from one location. Within
the client dashboard, you can see logs of every message that was destined for
your account, and statistics about all the domains in your account. Users in any of
your domains can set their own custom preferences, or you can set domain-wide
(or account-wide) preferences as well, including approved senders, blocked
senders, filter sensitivity, quarantine digest frequency, and much much more
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